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REPORT OF INITIAL VALIDATION STUDY 
COMMUNITY SERVICES CASE CLASSIFICATION 

AND WORKLOAD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

INTRODUCTION 

Historical Overview 

The Illinois Department of Corrections Division of Community Services is 
responsible for the successful reintegration of parolees into the 
community. Reintegration accomplished through parole supervision which 
considers the safety of the public, risk of program failure, and the 
needs of the offender. 

An effective classification system within this division is. especially 
significant since there is a growing number of parolees to supervise with 
a limited number of agents and diminishing community resources. 
Ideally, such a system should be able to predict the releasee's ability to 
reenter society and estimate the number and types of monthly contacts 
with the parole agent needed to successfully complete parole, e.g., 
establish level of supervision required and the type(s) of constraints 
needed. 

In 1979, the Illinois Department of Corrections, Division of Community 
Services, initiated development of a Workload Management System with 
two major goals: 

1) To improve the effectiveness of supervision by better allocation 
of resources, and 

2) To provide information for efficient management, research, and 
budgeting. 

By June, 1980, Deputy Director Anthony M. Scillia's Task Force had 
screened available state and federal systems, and had analyzed Illinois 
parole profiles. April through June, 1980, the Task Force conducted a 
successful feasibility test in Peoria and Markham Parole Districts, and 
concluded that a modified version of the Wisconsin Case 
Classification/Staff Development Project (WCCSDP) might best meet 
Illinois ' needs. With continuing support fr'om the National I nstitute of 
Corrections, Community Services and Policy Development staff and their 
consultant spent late summer of 1981 dOing a preliminary validation 
study. The objectives of the study were to: 

1 ) 

2) 

test the utility of the information system; 

develop a comprehensive classification instrument for assessing 
releasees according to both 

a) probability of program failure and 

b) casework service needs; 
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3) assure that not only urban, but also rural districts (as well as 
::pntral office) were adequately served by the resulting 
system. 

The preliminary validation was performed while the information system 
was being built and "debugged". Information checks suggested that 
IIdownstate li (Area II) data were fairly accurate and reliable; however, 
lIupstate li data (Area I) had to be collected primarily during a training 
effort and were not precisely comparable. I n addition, terminations from 
both areas were fewer than optimal for analysis. Thus, the consultant 
recommended that discriminant analysis and regression analyses be 
replicated when terminations were more adequate. 

The replications were made in March, 1982; and although Area 
terminations are still problematic when compared to those from Area II, 
the results of the preliminary validation study have been essentially 
confirmed. What follows is a detailed discussion of the case classification 
and workload management system and the results from the second 
validation study. 

The Case Classification and Workload Management System 

A parolee is given constraints to live within, such as where he can live, 
whom he can see, the rules he must follow, and the number of contacts 
he must have with his agent. The classification system determines both 
constraint and supervision level. 

The Illinois 
traditional 
supervision, 
agent's time, 

Studies have 
success or 
classification 
potential for 
be provided 
and needs. 

WOI~kload Management System breaks away from the 
caseload concept which dictates that all community 
or parole, cases are the same in the amount of the parole 
the t'eleasee's needs, and the probability of failure. 

shown that the number of contacts alone is unrelated to the 
failure of parole. Working on-that prinCiple, the 

system must identify factors which indicate the parolee's 
successful parole ccmpletion so that effective services can 
to him/her. This is done by analyzing the releasee's risk 

Risk assessment measures dimensions of behavior, such as the stability 
or violence of the releasee. Its purpose is to define the minimal amount 
of releasee supervision needed to prQtect the public safety while helping 
the releasee successfully complete parole. Needs assessment measures 
the releasee's basic needs, such as living conditions, food, clothing, 
education, and the releasee's personal problems, such as drug abuse and 
emotional instability. Its purpose is to identify programs which will meet 
the releasee's needs so he can successfully complete parole. 

Scales for the risk (supervision) level and needs level were developed 
from survey data gathered from all Illinois parole agents on the entire 
population. Input from all district supervisors was also gathered. 
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Forms were then designed indicating nigh, medium, and low supervision 
levels, and hig:1, medium, and low needs levels. (Appendix B contains 
the forms.) The actual classification of the releasee, or the casework 
level assigned, comes from these two forms and gives a rating of high, 
medium, or low. The agent and supervisor can override this casework 
level only if a higher or lower level is genuinely justified. 

To determine the parolee's risk level, the agent assesses his propensity 
for rule and law violations. There are two forms for this process, one 
based on information prior to incarceration (initial evaluation completed 
30 days after release) called the A Risk Form and one based on current 
information (reevaluations every 60 to 90 days) called the B Risk Form. 
To determine the parolee's needs level, the agent completes an initial 
and/or reevaluation which assesses his basic needs, such as food and 
clothing, living arrangements, emotional stability r mental stability, 
psycho-sexual adjustment, suhstance abuse, and education and/or 
vocation. 

Initially, the Community Supervision Classification System classifies the 
parolee high on tr.e casework level (for his first 30 days). This time 
allows the ;:>arole agent to become acquainted with the releasee/case. 
After 30 days, the parole agent evaluates the parolee's risk and needs 
levels. The matrix plots the results from the two evaluation forms and 
shows the overall casework level to be assigned to the parolee. The 
case must be reevaluated within 90 days. If the agent disagrees with 
the classification level, and the supervisor agrees with the agent, the 
level is overridden. Then the case must be reevaluated within 60 days. 
Reevaluation of any case is mandatory as specified at either 60 or 90 
days; however, any case may be reevaluated at any time. 

Each item on each of the forms is weighted, with high levels receiving 
the higher numbers, medium levels the mid-range numbers, and low 
levels the lower numbers. These scores are then placed on the casework 
level matrix which determines the parolee's classification level. (See 
Figure 1.) The classification level determines how much time the agent 
will speno with the parolee, just as the indicators determine what kinds 
of services the agent will try to provide. 

The system, then, i~ designed to determine the probability of successful 
termination and assist agents in developing effective case action 
strategies. The validation study examines the extent to which the 
instruments can accurately predict· parole outcome. There are four 
primary instruments. (See Appendix B.) The analysis that follows 
examines the performance of all four instruments and combinations 
thereof against outcome. 
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RESULTS 

Illinois is divided into areas for purposes of managing the parole 
population. Area I consists of Chicago and nearby localities. The rest 
of the State is considered Area II. (See Figure 2.) Area I releasees 
are predominantly urban and black, whereas Area II releasee~ are 
generally rural and white. 

The data base from the Community Services Workload Management 
Information System contained a total of 1,168 terminated cases out of 
over 4,000 total cases as of Marcil, 1982. Of the 1,168 terminations, 368 
were from Area I offices, and 800 from Area II. 

There were numerous vat'iables in the data base whose values differed 
significantly between Area I and Area II. Of the case action variables 
(see appended instruments), an ANOVA analysis showed significant 
differences between areas on all elements except sentence year, release 
type, sex, and offense class. 

No differences appeared in the type of release, with 75% of the releasees 
receiving Mandatory Supervised Release (MSR). Although they were not 
significant statistically, there were more Class 3 and 4 offenses in Area 
II and more Class X and M offenses in Area I. Accordingly, Area I 
releasees tended to be assigned longer supervision terms. 83.2% of Area 
II releasees had a 1-or 2-year supervision term, whereas only 63.1% of 
Area I parolees had shorter terms and 29.6% of Area I releasees had a 
3-year term. Nonetheless, the average time on supervision before 
termination was 15 months in both areas. 

Ninety··five percent of parolees were male in both areas. There was a 
greater percentage of Whites in Area II (68.4%, compared to 23.1%) and 
of Blacks and Hispanics in Area I (70% Black and 6.5% Hispanic, 
compared to 31% and 1%). That releasees were slightly older in average 
age (31 as opposed to 29) in Area I is probably a phenomenon resulting 
from the bias of Area I initial inputs of older cases. 

As was the case with the II Preliminary Study" Chicago-Peoria/Dixon 
analysis, the outcome of supervision was predominantly posl1:lve. 
State-wide, 70.8% of the terminations were positive. Differences were 
seen between Area I and Area II. 77.2% of Area 1 cases terminated 
positively, while 68% of Area II outcomes were positive. There were 
10.4% more recommended dischat'ges in Area I. The differences in 
negative tet"minations wet'e more pronounced. There were 51 (6.4%) new 
misdemeanor convictions and AWOL's in Area II, and none in Area I. 
6.5% of the cases in Area II were for a technical violation while only 2.7% 
of the Area I cases terminated in this manner. The distribution of new 
felony convictions was stable for both Areas. 

More importantly, Area II releasees scored higher on all instruments (A 
and Bj risk and needs), with differences significant atthe .10 level for 
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,'nost items, total scores, and levels of supervIsion. Th.rs, separate 
analyses for the validation of the instruments were conducted for Area I 
and Area II, although state-wide totals were also examined. 
(I nter-agent reliablity checks made by departmental staff both during 
intensive start-up training efforts and since that time have been good to 
excellent; consensual validation surveys have not proved so positive: 
ager-ts have tended to see "A risk" as more nearly predictive of outcome 
than the instruments that seem to be better predictors -- "B risk" and 
"AC needs.") 

The general results of this initial validation study are summarized by the 
follOWing points: 

1. For both Area I and Area II, the risk, scorebased casework level 
and final casework levels of the reevaluation instruments were 
better predictors than initial risk. 

2. There is some hope for predicting short-term outcome from the 
knowledge of supervision level. Two-thirds of the cases showed an 
outcome appropriate to their' classification. The t'eevaluation risk 
scale alone does an excellent job of identifying those releasees most 
likely to succeed, but does not distinguish as well among the rest. 
Needs seem to be a useful predictor in Area I while risk seems to 
be a better predictor in Area II and state-wide. (8 risk levels in 
Area II were close to 90% accuracy when taking only misclassified 
highs and lows into account.) 

3. The possibility of better cutting points was examined for both risk 
and needs instrument. However, based on this analysis, keeping 
current cutting points is recommended until further refinement of 
both data and instruments. Risk level cutting points should be 
altered only when higher risk cases are not rendered more subject 
to "successful" misclassification by the modifications. 

4. The creation of a superhigh category was explored. This analysis 
suggested that a superhigh cat6gory for the risk scales could be of 
some use in identifying unsuccessful cases. Given current data, a 
cutting point near 25 seems indicated. There were, however, too 
few high needs classifications to support the use of a superhigh 
needs level for either Area. Because of Area differences, if 
changes are to be made, they should be made separately for each 
Area. It is recommended that further analysis controlling for such 
factors as offense' type and length of time on supervision be used 
to assist refinement of cutting points in relation to agent workload 
levels. . 

5. Demographic information does not have a strong relationship to 
termination type, nor does it add a significant amount to the 
variance explained by the scales. The most useful item was age, 
which supports the adage that older individuals "do betler", at 
least short-term, on parole. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

" 

Two further analyses of termination types were conducted. The 
best results were obtained with the order of negative termination 
from most serious to least serious: new felony, technical violation, 
new misdemeanor, and AWOL's (with transfers and other 
terminations removed). ! n both recode-of-termination tests, the A 
and 8 risk scales and needs items demonstrated slightly more 
predictive power than did the termination ordering used in the 
preliminary validation study, and the order of the items ' 
contribution in the stepwise analysis altered somewhat. 

Assessment was made of the predictive power of the various 
instruments. Independently, the risk and needs scales hold some 
predictive power, but the 8 risk scale is best, accounting for 31.4% 
of the variance in termination type. For the six possible dual 
combinations, the 8 risk and A needs hold the greatest potential 
when combined, as was true in the preliminary validation: 48.2% of 
the variance is explained by the combined items. Further, the 8 
risk-A needs identify the lowest percentage of false positives, with 
5.4%. All the serious violators were rated as medium or· high on 
the 8 risk-A needs scale. Thus, the releasee's previous service 
needs and his most recent supervised assessment best identify the 
releasee's propensity for failing or successfully completing his 
supervision. If recommendations are to be made for early 
supervision discharge (or forced release) based on predictions of 
those releasees most likely to succeed, with the least potential to 
commit the more serious offenses, the 8 risk-A needs combination 
shouid provide the most accurate projections. This combination 
provides few mispredictions at either the low or high end of the 
scale. (See Table I-A and 1-8.) 

These results should be used,not only for purposes of continuous 
val idation, but also for refinement of present instruments into 
administrative predictive scales comparable to the adult institution 
classification dangerousness and adjustment scales. Furthermore, a 
third scale, called environment, should also be investigated, and if 
appropriate, constructed. The intent of this third scale would be 
to distinguish characteristics of the releasee's home and community 
setting from offender characteristics. 
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RESEARCH OUESTIONS 

The four 
addressed 

research questions of the Preliminary Study were again 
in this revalidation study using the 1,168 terminated cases: 

1a. 

lb. 

Do the supervision (risk) level and needs level adequately 
indicate risk and service requirements of the releasees as 
reflected by termination type (positive termination and negative 
termination )? 

Do the supervision (risk) level and needs level adequately 
indicate risk and services requirements of the releasees as 
reflected by termination type (successful, unsuccessful, and 
highly unsuccessful)? 

2a. Are better cutting points possible for the supervision scale 
and the needs scale? 

2b. Can a superhigh category be created from the present high 
category for the supervision scale and the needs scale to 
identify those cases most likely to fail? 

3. How well do the items of each scale indicate eventual 
supervision success or failure? 

4. I s there information 
success or failure 
cha:--acterist1cs (age 
success? 

outside the scale items 
on supervision; i.e., 

at termi nation, sex, and 

RESEARCH FI NOI NGS 

that indicates 
do releasee 
race) affect 

1a. Do the supervision (risk) level and needs level adequately 
indicate risk and service requirements of the releasees as 
reflected by termination type (positive termination and negative 
termination)? 

For this analysis, the t~rmination types were recoded into 2 categories: 
Negative termination (new felony, new misdemeanor I AWOL, technical 
violation, and other negative), and positive termination (discharge at 
expiration; discharge recommended;' and other positive). (Transfers 
were selected out of the analysis.) 

As was the case with the Preliminary Study, the levels of supervision 
and needs as indicated by the instruments varied between Area I and 
Area II, and within each area varied from initial to reevaluation. In 
Area I on the initial risk evaluation, cases shifted from 68% high and 8% 
low to 16.8% high and 42.2% low on the reevaluation. In Area II, cases 
shifted as they did state-wide, from 82% high, 13.6% medium and 4.5% 
low on the initial risk evaluation to 27% high, 43% medium and 29.6% low 
on the reevaluation. The shift of needs level from the A to the last 8 
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was not so dramatic as on the risk level. I n Area I, approximately 85% 
of the cases had a low needs level, although a few highs appeared on 
the B which were not present on the A. I n Area II, many cases shifted 
from medium to low with fewer than 10!t high needs lev::1 on both 
instruments. The cases shifted from 32.5% medium on the A to 20.5% on 
the B, while they shifted from 57.7% low to 73.5% low. 

The majority of cases were classified at a high or medium supervIsIon 
(risk) level and a low needs level. Since the scorebased casework level 
is determined by the supervision except in the case of low risk level and 
high needs (which is medium on the matrix), the breakdown for the 
scorebased level was similar to that of the supervision level. In every 
instance except one, the supervision level matched the scorebased level. 
This is an important finding because from the scorebased level to the 
final casework level, differences are made only with overrides. In 
almost every instance, overrides were used to bring a casework level 
down from a high to a medium or medium to a low. Final casework levels 
for those A levels in Area I shifted from 68% high to 60% after the 
override. Area I Bls shifted from 42% low to 50% low after the override 
(20 cases). Approximately 3% of the Area II Als had highs overriden to 
mediums. Bls in Area II were overriden from medium to low for 13 
cases. State-wide, scorebased casework levels changed in the same 
manner as did the supervision level. With overrides, there were 1 less 
low, 9 more mediums and 8 fewer highs on the final (initial) casework 
level. The u:e of overrides on the reevaluation produced 4 fewer highs, 
34 fewer medIums, and 38 more lows from the casework to final level. 

Generally, final casework levels were higher on the A than on the Band 
in Area II than Area I. I n addition, there was a higher percentage of 
positive terminations in Area I than Area II. How well these outcomes 
related to supervision levels was examined next. Tau, Eta, and Gamma 
were the statistics used. * 

*To test the predictive power of the supervIsIon levels in the 
Preliminary validation, ETA WITH TERMTYPE DEPENDENT was utilized. 
This statistic assumed that the independent variables (levels) were 
nominal while the dependent variable (termination type) was interval. 
(Eta indicates how dissimilar the means of termtype are within the 
categories of the low, medium, and high levels. If means are different 
and variances are small I Eta increases toward unity (1).) This statistic 
wi II be reexamined, along with a few other measures of association 
produced from ordinal level cross-tabulated variables. Tau (b for 2 x 2 
tables and c for rectangular tables) is appropriate when both variables 
a~e ordinal. (This statistic measures their association along the 
dIagonals.) Gamma, whose values are generally higher than Tau, is 
calculated in a similar manner. (Perfect prediction of termination type 
from knowledge of the supervision level can be made when Gamma is +1.) 
I n addition, a "misclassification percentage" was calculated by multiplying 
t~e total percentage of those lows with unslJccessful outcome and highs 
WIth successful outcome. (The closer this percentage is to 0 the more 
predictive power of outcome from supervision level is present.) 
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For the initial evaluation, the statistics for Area II suggested that the 
needs level was a better indicator of outcome than the supervision (risk) 
level, as was the case with the preliminat'y analysis. However, low 
values of Tau (although the negative direction indicates some support) 
and Eta demonstrated that there was little relation between any of the 
levels and outcome. The "misclassification percentage" was lowest from 
the needs level, while risk and scorebased levels neared 50%. The small 
sample size in Area I does not make it possible to draw any conclusions 
from those data. (77.6% of those who succeeded on supervision were 
classified initially as a high risk while only 7.5% were classified as a 
high need.) 

For both AI'ea I and Area II, the risk, scorebased casework level, and 
final casework levels of the reevaluation instruments were better 
predictors of outcome than initial risk. Tau, Eta, and Gamma t:lre all 
higher for these 3 levels. As was the case in the preliminary study, 
"data analysis showed neither reevaluation needs nor supervision 
assessment to be as useful as the first needs assessment for Area 1.11 
The best predictions could be made for Area II, again, from 
reevaluations, especially risk and casework levels. Tau, Eta, and 
Gamma were highest for these (N=573) evaluations. Finally, in both 
areas the misclassification percentage averaged only 12%. This statistic 
was lower for risk and casework levels in Area II and for needs and 
final casework level in Area I. 

Total state-wide statistics were very close to those of Area II. By 
including the Area I initial evaluations, Tau and the misclassification 
percentaga were improved slightly. No improvement was made in the 
reevaluation analysis by analyzing the areas together. 

1 b. Do the supervision (risk) level and needs level adequately 
indicate risk and service requirements of The releasees as 
reflected by termination type (successful, uLsuccessful, and 
highly unsuccessful)? 

The second question used the same analyses and statistics. Termination 
type was recoded into 3 categories, as was done during the preliminary 
analysis. Termination type was recoded into successful 
(discharge/expi ration i discharge/recommended i and other positive), 
unsuccessful (new misdemeanor, technical violation, and other negative) 
and highly unsuccessful (new felony and AWOL). The same statistics 
were utilized to examine predictability (positive values of Tau and 
Gamma) . 

Results from this analysis were very similar to those from the 
dichotomous breakdown of termination type. The B risk and casework 
levels, especially in Area II, are the best predictors of downstate Illinois 
parole outcome. More terminations from Area I are needed before similar 
conclusions roan be reached i however, Area I cases were analyzed. 
Upstate, successful releasees tended to have high t"isk scores and lower 
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needs scores i 889
0 of the successful releasees fell into the medium and 

high final casework level categories. Unsuccessful releasees had a high 
initial risk and low initial needs evaluation; no unsuccessful Area 1 
releasees were classified as Iowan the initial evaluation. On the 
reevaluation for Area I, 88~, ofthesuccessful releasees had a low or 
medium risk level and a low needs level. As a result, £!J..!Y 11% of the 
successful releasees had ~ high final classification, 1% correctly being 
picked .!:!.E. 2:t the override. 89% of !.he highly unsuccessful releasees 
were classified as medium or high risk while ~ had low or medium 
needs. 86% had ~ medium or high final level; one case was overriden 
from a medium to a low and was thus misclassified. 

I n Area II, 77.6% of successful releasees were classified as high on the 
initial risk while 66.5% were Iowan the initial needs. On the other 
hand, 93% of both the unsuccessful and highly unsuccesful releasees 
scored high on the initial risk while 86% were low or medium on the 
initial needs. The scorebased and final levels are mirrored in the initial 
risk results. The reevaluation instrument for Area II shows the best 
results. Only 13.6% of the successful relea~s were -misclassified high 
risk while approximately 67% of the unsuccessful and highly unsuccessful 
releasees were correctly rated ~ high risk. 83% of !he successful 
releasees were classified as low needs. Only about 46% of the 
unsuccessfuls were low needs. 87% of the successfuls were rated low or 
medium on the final casework level-; while £!J..!Y Z of 575 (1%') of the 
unsuccessful and highly unsuccessful releasees had low final levels 
(Gamma above .80). 

State-wide, 76% of successful releasees were classified as high on the 
initial risk, while 66.5% were Iowan the initial needs. 92% of the 
unsuccessful and highly unsuccessful releasees scored high on the initial 
risk while 14% were high for needs. Since 82% of all initial risk scores 
were high, the statistical differences between successful and 
unsuccessful releasees who scored high were not significant. On 
state-wide risk reevaluations, 96% of all low classifications were for 
successful r:ei"easees. However, 44% of the highs ~ere ~so sUCceSsf~ 
Thus, the reevaluation risk ~cale does an excellent job in identifying 
those releasees most ~ to succeed, but does not distinguish ~ well 
among the rest. Results are similar for the needs level. It holds true 
that scorebased and final casework levels also identify those most likely 
to succeed better than ·those most likely to fail. The reevaluation risk 
instrument nonetheless has some predictive E9.!"'er, especially for Area II. 

1!2 conclusion, there is some hope for predicting short-term outcome from 
the knowledge of supervision level. At least two-thirds of the releasees 
showed an outcome appropriate to thei r classification. B risk levels, 
especially in Area U, seem to be the !Jest predictors, with close to 90% 
accuracy when taking £!J..!Y misclassified highs and lows into account. 
Since risk guides the final casework level, in 92-95% of the ~ it 
should hold the most predictive power. This was the case in Area II 
and state-wide; both more data and more representative data are needed 
from Area I offices to support this claim upstate. As of now, and as 
was the case with the Preliminary Validation Study, needs seems ~o be a 
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useful predictor in Area I while risk seems to be a good predictor in 
Area II and state-wide. 

2a. Are better cutting points possible for the supervision scale 
and the needs scale? 

I n this analysis, the cutting points presently on the classification 
instruments were utilized. It is (juite possible better cutting points can 
be calculated to improve the accuracy of predicting success and failUre 
of Illinois offenders on parole. Since there are hundreds of possibilities 
of cutting points from both instruments, crosstabs of total scores with 
outcome were examined to determine where sensible cutting points could 
be made. 

For Area Ills initial evaluation risk total score, unsuccessful cases began 
to be picked up around the total score of 14 and successful cases began 
dropping off near 29. For the initial evaluation needs total score in 
Area II, good predictability could be established if the cutting point for 
low were 13 and for high were 28. Little differences between successful 
and unsuccesful outcome were seen before this point, and there were 
more unsuccessful terminations after this point. No analyses could be 
conducted with Area I cases because of small sample size. 

Since there were only 45 unsuccessful cases who had a reevaluation 
completed in Area I, it was mare difficult to estimate cutting points. 
Unsuccessfuls did start to increase at 12 and successfuls decreased at 
19. I n Area II, reevaluation risk scores could be cut off at 11 for low 
and start at 22 for highs. Reevaluation needs scores for Area I were 
positively skewed, with 40% of all cases having a minimum score of 1. 
There, the present cutting points looked to be the best. 

For the initial evaluation in Area II, new cutting points for the 
supervision (risk) moved 184 of 222 (83%) releasees from high to medium. 
109 of the 125 (87%) successful releasees classified as high were lowered 
to medium while 75 of the unsuccessful releasees were lowered to 
medium. Only 3 more' releasees classified as low were unsuccessful. 
Although this decrease~ the misclassfication percentage from 47.6% to 
7.5%, the other statistics did not Increase substantially (in fact, Gamma 
decreased) . 

New cutting points for the initial needs did not change the statistics. 
The needs level scored releasees "Iow" apprOXimately 60% of the time 
despite changes in the cutting points. Casework level changes were 
mirrored in the supervision statistics. 

For the initial risk and casework level in Area I I, more successful lows 
were identified and most successful highs moved to medium. 
Unfortunately, most unsuccessful highs also moved to medium. 
Nevertheless, raising the low cutting point to above 10 should be useful 
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in identifying more lows who are successful without adding many 
unsuccessful releasees to the cell. 

Area I cutting points were altered for the reevaluation classification. 
These nev .. · points moved 80 successful mediums to lows while adding only 
8 unsuccessful lows from medium. 21 successful highs moved to medium, 
and only 10 unsuccessful highs moved to mediums. Although more 
sLlccessful lows were identified, highs dropped from 17.1% to 6.9% 
overall. 

Since only 5% of the initial evaluations in the data base were from Area 
I Initial cutting point changes for all cases were not examined. 
However since results differed between areas for cutting points on the 
reevaluation instrument, slate-wide changes were tested. Cutting points 
on the risk instrument of 0 to 11 for low, 12 to 19 for medium, and 20 
and above were examined first. Many more successful lows (43%) were 
identified, but 3.5 times as many unsuccessful releasees were moved from 
medium to low. Without further testing, raising the cutting point for 
lows to 11 is not recommended, and raising the high point to 20 v.fOuld 
not help identify those cases most in need of supervision. New cutting 
points for the needs scale moved both successful and unsuccessful 
releasees equal'ly from high to medium. Keeping 3!rrent cutting pOints 
is recommended until further refinement of both data and instruments. 
If changes in cutting points are to be made based on future study, they 
should be made separately for Area I and Area II so that individual time 
allocations specific to each area can be coordinated. 

In conclusion, better cutting points are undoubtedly possible. As was 
the case with the preliminary validation of cutting points, the IIscales 
can be made more accurate in some instances, and the percentage at 
each resource level can be made more appropriate in alt instancesll. 
However I risk level cutting points should be altered £!:!ly when higher 
risk cases are ii"Crt"rendered more subject to "successful" misclassification -- --- -- -- ---- ---£y modifications. 

2b. Can a superhigh category be created from the present high 
category for the supervision scale and the needs sc,31e to 
identify those ~ases most likely to fail? 

For this analysis, high risk levels an'd needs levels were recoded into a 
superhigh category. Four separate superhigh cutting points were 
established for each level. Risk level cutting points begin at 22 and 
increased by 3, producing cutting points of 22, 25, 28, and 31. Nleeds 
level cutting points began at 35 and also increased by 3, producing 
cutting points of 35, 38, 41, and 44. Risk levels guided the scorebclsed 
casework level matrix as follows: 
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Initial evaluations for Area I cases could not be analyzed due to the 
small sample size of 13. For Area Ii, of the 54 highly unsuccessful 
releasees classified at high on the risk scale, 39 were identified as 
superhigh with the cutting point of 22. Of the'43 unsuccessful releasees 
at the high risk level, 31 were identified as superhighi 57% of the 
miscJassified highs also fell into the new superhigh category. Results 
were better for the superhigh cutting point of 25. Approximately 50% of 
the highly unsuccessful and unsuccessful releasees fell into the 
superhigh catego,:"y, while only 1/3 of the sUccessful highs fell into the 
superhigh. The Eta, Gamma, and Tau values were highest when the 
cutting point was 25. These values fell when highel~ cutting points were 
tested. Since needs level scores were so positively skewed, there were 
only 25 high needs cases on the initial evaluation in Area I I . All 
superhigh cutting points produced only 1 superhigh case. The casework 
level produced the same results as the risk level. Because the risk 
~ still gUides this casework level, the creation of ~ superhighneedS 
category does not seem to be useful. Best identification of unsuccessful 
or highly -unsuccessful case; using a superhigh category is for a risk 
level cutting point of 25. The same results appeared when the 13 Area I 
cases were analyzed together with the Area I I data. 

The creation of a superhigh category in Area I for the reevaluation 
scales also seemed fruitless. For the risk level, Tau remained very low 
at .17 for the high and all superhigh breakdowns, while Eta remained 
near .34. Only 2% of the reevaluation needs levels were high (5 of the 
6 cases were successful). The scorebased casework level results were 
the same as those from the risk I.evel. This supported the risk level 
guidance but cer'tainly did not indicate the use of a superhigh category 
for reevaluations, in Area I. 

The creation of a superhigh category for reevaluations in Area II could 
be of some assistance in identifying those cases most likely to fail. With 
a risk level cutting point of 22, 48 of the 96 unsuccessful releasees 
rated high fell into the superhigh category, while only 19 of the 59 
successfuls rated high fell into the superhigh category. Eta and Tau 
also increased. Results were not so good for the cutting points of 25 
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and 28. A superhigh category for the needs scale again proved useless. 
Casework levels were affected in the same way as the risk levels for all 
cutting points. 

In conclusion, the creation of a superhigh category for the risk scales 
could be of some use in identifying unsuccessful releasees. High'risk 
cutting points near 25 seemed to be best given current data. There 
were too few high needs classifications to support the use of a superhigh 
needs level in either area. Using all 877 state-wide cases with 
reevaluations, results were interestingly different from the analysis 
conducted by area. The risk level cutting points of 22 and 28 showed 
some promise for creating a superhigh category; i. e., many more 
unsuccessful than successful highs moved to the superhigh category. 
For the cutting point of 22, 1/2 of the unsuccessfuls moved to high 
while only 1/3 of the successfuls were included in that cell. The cutting 
point of 25 on the risk scale moved an equal percentage of successful 
and unsuccessful releasees into the superhigh category. Thus, this 
cutting point could not be recommended state-wide as it was in Area II. 
The cutting point of 28 moved 21 of 116 unsuccessful highs to the 
superhigh category and only 8 of 91 successfuls. 

Two important facts were noted from the altering of cutting points. 
First, since Area I showed different results fr .. :m Area II, if changes are 
to be made they should be made separately for each area. State-wide 
results were very different from for either area and may, U'ierefore, 
only confound the results for each area. Second, cutting point changes 
seem of greater use at the high end of the scale. More unsuccessful 
highs were identified than successful highs. Altering cutting points at 
the low end (raising them on the risk) would not assist agents greatly in 
identifying those releasees most Ii kely to succeed. Fu rthermore, many 
unsuccessful releasees fell into the low category when they, in fact, 
would "need" more time and service from their parole agent. FUrther 
analyses controlling for such factors as offense ~ and length ~f time 
2!l superVision might assist refinement of cutting pOints in relation to 
agent workload levels. 

3. How well do the items of each scale indicate eventual 
sL:pervision su'ccess or failure? 

The outcome variable was coded from 1 
discharge recommended, discharge by 
termination, transfer, new misdemeanor 
termination, technical violation, AWOL, and 

to 9 in the following order: 
expiration, other positive 
conviction, other negative 

new felony conviction. 

The correlations between each item on the initial risk scale and the 
outcome were very poor. (Correlations between items and the 
supervIsion level were better than those for termination type and the 
intercorrelations.) State-wide, the agent's impression of client attitude 
explained only 7% of the variance in supervIsion outcome. Using 
stepwise regression, age at first conviction increased R2 to .09. The 
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addition of all other items increased R2 to .11. With the 25 Area I cases 
removed from the analysis I the attitude variable explained 7% of the 
variance. The number of prior felony convictions variable was .ente:red 
last increasing the multiple R2 to only .11. As in the first validation, 
no 'other item contributed more than 4% to the prediction of outcome. 

For the initial needs scale there was some improvement in the items' 
relationships to outcome. Agent impression of client needs contributed 
5 29, to outcome while the academic/vocational variab:e contributed 5.0%. 
B'aslc human needs, living arrangement, and emotional stability e~ch 
made between a 3% and 4% independent contribution to outcome. Taking 
all intercorrelations into effect, the multiple R2 increased only to .10. 

Thus, both initial risk and initial needs items contributed little to the 
predictive accuracy of outcome when the termination types were arranged 
as above. (They contributed even less than in the preliminary study.) 

Regression results were better for the reevaluation. For the risk level 
for the 923 terminated case with B's completed, the compliance with the 
parole agreement variable explained 24% ~f the outcome v:r~ance. The 
employment and interpersonal problem variables made an 8-0 Independent 
contribution to ',:,utcome while the R2 for social interactions was .16. All 
items ta ken together contributed to 30% of the variance. 

Results were similar for the 322 Area I cases. Interpersonal problems 
contributed only 2% of the variance. All variables explained 2~. 5% of the 
explained variance in outcome. Unlike the preliminary ~tudy, Item: were 
correlated more highly with outcome in Area II. All Items contributed 
34% of the va"'iance. Employment and interpersonal problem items m~de a 
10% independent contribution to outcome. The R2 for the compliance 
variable was .27; the R2 for the social interaction item was .19; the R2 
for the use of community resources variable was .11. All items, except 
for the offense item, contributed between 2% and 4% of the variance in 
outcome. 

On the B needs scale correlations were fairly high except for the 
psycho-sexual variable. Most of the releasees were scored zero for this 
item' it therefore correlated low. State-wide, the agent's impression of 
cl ien't needs variable had an R2 of .23. All other items had zero-order 
R2's between .02 and .09. Alcohol and academic/vocational items entered 
2nd and 3rd in the stepwise analysis. All items were intercorrelated to ' 
some degree. The contribution of ,all items added onl'Y 1% additional 
variance beyond that of the impression of client needs variable. 

I n Area I correlations were much lower. The agent's impression of client 
needs variable explained 17% of the variance in outcome. Living 
arrangement increased the R2 to .19. All items explained only 20% of 
the variance in outcome. Basic human needs, living arrangements, and 
psycho-sexual adjustment contributed less than 1% of the variance 
explained. Simple R2's for the other variables were less than .02. 
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As with the risk scale, Area II correlations were higher than those in 
Area I for the needs assessment. Area II results were similar to the 
state-wide results. I tems contributed in the same order as in the 
state-wide analysis, with all variables explaining 24% of the variance in 
outcome. The simple R2 for the agent's impression of client needs 
variable was .23, while psycho-sexual adjustment makes an independent 
contribution of less than 1%. 

Statistically, some items could be removed from the scales without 
hurting the predictive value of the instruments. As anticipated, more 
needs items could be eliminated than risk items. However, Community 
Services Workload Management System staff feel these items should 
remain so that as the need arises for their identification, they are 
available for case management purposes. For example, for prediction 
purposes, the psycho-sexual adjustment variable served little function. 
However, if a releasee is arrested for a series of rapes, he must be 
accounted for by the system; an agent must be able to identify this 
individual. I n addition, the emotional stability, mental ability and 
psycho-sexual adjustment variables were not included on the original 
instrument. Because overrides were so often used to identify these 
problem areas, they were added for operational identification purposes. 
(See "Low Unsuccessful Profile" in Appendix A.) For the initial risk 
scale, the assaultive offense category was implemented on the scale to 
identify a few crucial cases. Statistically speaking, for predictive 
purposes, it is not an item which identifies the "average" high case. 
But for the purpose of the agent in identifying a potentially harmful 
individual, it was included on the scale. Clearly, these categories need 
definition and refinement. But to remove these unsatisfactory predictors 
from the instrument would defeat one of the main goals of the system, 
i.e., to allow agents to identify those releasees presumed to be most in 
need of services. (However, a true "scale" should be created from a 
modified set of predictors for statistical use by the Department's 
administrative staff.) 

4. Is there information outside the scale items that indicates 
success or "failure on supervision; i.e. , do releasee 
characteristics (age at termination, sex, and race) affect 
success? 

Counselor ratings utilized in the Preliminary Validation were not available 
for this re-analysis, but termination types were regressed against age, 
sex, and race. State-wide, Area I, and Area II data were analyzed 
separately. 

State-wide the population was 54.2% White, 43% Black and 2.7% Hispanic. 
94.8% of the releasees were male. The mean age was 28.8 years and 
ranged from 19 to 73 (s.d. = 7.8). 52."1% were 26 or younger. 
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For those 311 releasees who had an initial evaluation I age correlated 
negatively with termination type (r = -.13); as expected, the older the 
releasee, the more likely he or ;,he is to "succeed" (or at least to exit 
the system without serious difficulty). Race and sex explained less than 
1% of the variance in termination type. With the initial ris k items I the 
demographic variables added less than 1% to the variance. With the 
initial needs items, age, sex, and race contributed 1% to the variance in 
termination type. In Area II r the demographic variables made a 2% 
contribution beyond that of the needs scale. 

For the 915 reevaluations analyzed, age again correlated negatively with 
termination type (r = - .15). R2's for sex and race were less than 1%. 
When termination type was regressed against all B risk items and the 
demographic variables, age, sex, and race added practically no 
additional variance. With the B needs scale, the releasee characteristics 
added 1% of the explained variance. 

I n' Area I, the demographic variables explained 3% more variance beyond 
that of the reevaluation risk scale. This was also the case when the 
needs scale was analyzed. Virtually no contribution was made by age, 
sex, and race in Area II, for either the risk or needs scales. 

Similar conclusions to those in the first validation can be reached for 
this analysis. Although the supervision and needs instruments provide 
selective ini'ormation for determining parole outcome, demographic 
information does not bear a strong relationship to termination type, nor 
does it add a significant amount to the variance explained by the 
instruments. 
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NEW REGRESSION ANALYSES OF TERMINATION TYPES 

The regression analyses were rerun with the termination type (dependent 
variable) recoded differently. The values were recoded (1 to 6) from 
least to most serious in tne following order: discharge recommended, 
discharge expiration, AWOL, technical violation, new misdeameanor, and 
new felony. The termination type categories "other negative", lIother 
positive", and "transfers" were not used in this analysis. 

Two factors must be considered during the interpretation of these 
results. First, data are not still available in a representative 
magnitude, especially in Area I. Of all 1,168 cases, negative outcomes 
are only 14.9% in Area I and 26.5% in Area II. There were no data for 
AWOL's and new misdemeanors in Area I, and only 10 cases (2.7%) for 
technical violation. With these data the changes made in termination 
type do not affect a large percentage of the cases studied. Second, the 
data base does not show if a technical violator has been revoked or 
resumed. All cases are treated as an official violation although 
approximately one-third are actually REVOKED (the refined data base 
should have this problem resolved). 

State-wide, there were 241 cases who had an "A" form completed and 
terminated. 230 were from Area I I while only 11 were from Area I. 
With termtype coded in this manner, the A risk items explained 13.3% of 
the variance, as opposed to 11% in the previous analysis. All variables 
explained a similar amount of variance independently. Age at first 
conviction's R2 decreased from .043 to .033 to mark the largest change. 
The agent's impression of client attitudes item explained 7% of the 
variance and was thus entered fi rst in the stepwise analysis. 
Employment, entered 3rd in the previous analysis, entered 5th (after the 
alcohol and offense items) to bring the multiple R2 to .128. 

011 the "A needs", the "agent1s impression of client needs" item 
explained 8% of the variance present in termtype (an increase from 5%). 
Living arrangements, entered 7th previously, entered next, bringing the 
R2 to .09. The academic/vocational item added .4%. Interestingly, and 
not surprisingly from a theoretical viewpoint, psycho-sexual adjustment 
entered 4th (it entered last previously), bringing the R2 to .10. 
(Psycho-sexual adjustment seems best accounted for by the few high 
needs cases downstate who failed on supervision.) The remaining 4 
variables increased the R2 only to .108 and thus contributed little 
beyond that of the first 4 variables. 

For the state-wide B risk scale, some changes from the previous analysis 
were apparent. All 12 items explained 1.5% more variance with the newly 
recoded termination type. The independent R2 for prior revocations 
explained 4.0% of the variance whereas it had explained 2.9% previously. 
All items, except for the employment, address changes, and 
interpersonal problem items had R2 1s similar or higher in the second 
analysis. The compliance with the parole agreement, social interaction, 
and employment items entered the stepwise procedure to explain 30% of 
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the variance in termination type. Address changes, personal problems, 
and use of community resources variables had slightly less predictive 
power in the second analysis when all item intercorrelations were taken 
into effect. 

Finally, on the B needs scale: all items explained 25.4% of the variance 
in termination type Cd::; opposed to 24% previously). As on the A needs 
scale, the living arrangement item had less predictive power 
independently on the B needs (R2 = .035 as opposed to R2 = .044). 
Psycho-sexual adjustment remained a poor predictor (as was not the case 
on the A). The independent predictive power of the "agentls impression 
of client needs" increased from .230 to .245 (R2). This item entered 
first, again, on the stepwise analysis, while the alcohol abuse and 
academic/vocational items remained the best predictors. This analysis 
had living arrangements entered 3rd when all item intercorrelations were 
accounted for. 

Thus, by recoding termination type, making AWOL's less serious and 
new misdemeanor convictions more serious (and removing other 
terminations and transfers), most A and B risk and needs items had 
more predictive power. The order of the items ' contributions in the 
stepwise analysis was somewhat altered, but the scales demonstrated 
slightly more predictive power. (A recommended next step is to remove 
the least powerful predictors from the regression analysis to create an 
"administrative" scale.) 

When separate analyses were conducted for Area I and Area II cases, 
more differences from the first analysis were noted. Because 230 of the 
241 (95%) cases with A forms were from Area II, these results were 
similar to those from the total cases. However, those cases with B's 
could be studied separately. 

I n Area I, 23 cases were removed when other terminations and transfers 
were selected out of the analysis; 299 cases were analyzed. Previously 
the B risk items explained 25.5% of the variance in termination type; this 
analysis showed all 12 items to explain 27.5% of the variance. Some 
major changes were seen in the independent R2 1s of the items; i.e., all 
increased except for the address changes items (which decreased from 
.019 to .012) and the offense item (which remained at .031). The R2 
for the prior revocatio~s variable increased notably from .021 to .031. 

The "compliance with the paroie agreement" variable (R2 = .21) entered 
first in the stepwise regression analysis while the employment item 
entered second in both analyses. The social interaction and use of 
community resources items entered 3rd and 4th (in reverse order from 
the previous run). The offense variable increased the R2 to .265. As 
was the case before, address changes, prior felony convictions, age at 
first conviction and prior revocations added little to the predictability of 
termination type for the B risk scale in Area I. 

There were 541 cases in Area II which had a B form completed before 
terminating in the 6 manners studied in this analysis (a drop from 601 In 
the previous analysis--mostly due to the removal of other positive 
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terminations). As was the case in Area I, the independent R2 1s 
incr"eased in the second analysis despite a smaller sample size (except for 
the employment and interpersonal problem items). However, the multiple 
R2 did not increase by even 1% over the previous analysis. The 
compliance with the parole agreement, social interactions, prior felony 
convictions, and employment items entered the stepwise analysis in that 
order, all of these items explaining 33.4% of the variance in termination 
type. Prior revocations entered 5th in the second analysis while it had 
entered 10th previously. The interpersonal problem, alcohol abuse, 
address changes, and offense iterns added little to the predictability of 
termination type in Area II. Thus, there seem to be definite differences 
in the predictive power of the B risk items between Area I and Area II. 

The prior felony conviction and revocation items were better predictors 
in Area II, while interpel~sonal problems and offense items were better 
predictors in Area I. 

For the B needs items in Area I, only the "agentls impression of client 
needs" item was a powerful predictor of termination type. Only alcohol 
abuse, academic/vocational and the impression items R2 1s increased in the 
second analysis (.030, .038, and .189 respectively). No other item 
explained over 1.4% of the variance in termination type. All items 
explained 23.2% of the variance in termination type in the second 
analysis, an increase from 20% previously. The agent's impression of 
client needs, living arrangements, and mental ability items entered the 
stepwise procedure in that order, alone explaining 22.5% of the variance. 
Academic/vocational needs entered 4th (it had entered second to last 
previously). As before, psycho-sexual adjustment, basic human needs 
and emotional stability added little to the predictability of termination 
type in Area I for the B needs scale. 

I n Area II the independent R2 1s for all items except for the agent's 
impression of client needs (an increase from .252 to .263) and substance 
abuse (a steady .068) decreased in the second analysis. (There were 40 
fewer cases.) I n addition, the psycho-sexual adjustment item showed 
some pr·edictability in Area II; it entered 4th in the stepwise procedure 
(behind the agent's impression, substance abuse, and academic/vocational 
items), increasing the R2 to .273. The remaining items added little to 
the predictability in Area II. All items explained 27.5% of the variance 
(they had explained 26.7% previously). 

I n conclusion, the recoding of termination type, adding seriousness to 
new misdemeanor convictions and less· to AWOL, and the removal of other 
terminations and transfers, changed results of the regression analysis 
for both Area I and Area II. For the B risk scale, independent R2 1s 
generally increased after the second run. Different predictors were 
useful for each area, which led to the conclusion that scales for each 
jurisdiction might be created and tested separately. R2 1s decreased from 
the first analysis for the B needs scale in Area I, while they i.1creased 
in Area II. Area differences appeared especially for the psycho-sexual 
adjustment item. 
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Since project staff feels these 
realistic, they will be used 
"technicals" in future analyses. 
items which show some predictive 
with less powerful predictors.) 

recodes of termination type are more 
together with others which weight 

(The next step of including only those 
power should remove intercorrelations 

As a result of findings from the Adult I nstitution Classification Validation 
efforts showing technical violations as having a strong correlation with 
serious misconduct histories in institutions, a second recoding of 
termination type/analysis was conducted. 

I n this second recoding it was hypothesized that a technical violator was 
more serious than an AWOL or a new misdemeanor conviction. The 
assumption was made based on institutional intake frequencies. Few 
AWOL's and parolees convicted of a new misdemeanor are returned to the 
institution; however, the figu res fOI' those I'eturned for technical 
violations are similar to those for first admissions i i. e., they are a high 
percentage of the total number of admissions. 

Analyses were made in reference to 3 research questions from the 
original II Res\sarch Strategyll: 

1 b. Do the supervision (risk) level and needs level adequately 
indicate risk and service requirements of the releasees as 
reflected by termination type (successful, unsuccessful, and 
highly unsuccessful)? 

The newer unsuccessful category consisted of new misdemeanor 
convictions, AWOL's, and other negative terminations while the r'evised 
highly unsuccessful category contained new felony convictions and 
technical violations. The successful category retained the 3 positive 
termination types. 

These outcome categories were crosstabbed with risk, needs, casework, 
and final levels for each A and B instrument. Separate results were 
obtained for Area I and Area II and also for all the appropriate cases 
state-wide. 

The first analysis addressed the association between scale and casework 
levels and termination type. Since the frequencies for the successful 
category were not affected, the releasees classified as low or medium who 
moved from the highly unsuccessful category to the unsuccessful column 
and those classified as high and moved up in seriousness were of 
importance to note; thus, the Tau, Gamma, and Eta statistics should not 
have altered greatly while the misclassification percentage should not 
have changed at all. 

For the 278 statewide cases who were evaluated with an A instrLlment, 
some changes were observed. Thirteen of the 100 negative high cases 
moved to the highly unsuccessful category from the unsuccessful 
category on the risk scale. The same held true for the casework and 
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final levels. 
identified. 

On the other hand, more highly unsuccessful lows were 

For the 877 cases with a B instrument, small improvements were seen. 
On the risk scale 12 high cases and 12 mediums moved from the 
unsuccessful to highly unsuccessful category. On the needs scale, more 
mediums and fewer lows were in the highest outcome category while only 
1 high case was affected. Thus, the medium cases were seriously 
affected, and high and low cases changed for the better. (The 
statistics for both instruments were unchanged.) 

No significant changes could be noted for the 13 Area I cases with an A. 
For the B instrument, less than 1 % of the 304 cases was affected. The 
lack of data in Area I would not allow for a more complete analysis. 

I n Area II, results for the A scales were similar to those for the total 
cases. For the B risk scale 10 additional high cases were if'"'lcluded in 
the technical violation/new felony category while 9 mediums were also 
added. A negative effect was seen on the needs scale. Twelve lows 
and 6 mediums were moved to the highly unsuccessful level. No high 
cases were affected. After the override was used one medium case 
moved downward while one high case moved to the highly unsuccessful 
category. 

Two stepwise regression analyses were conducted to address the 
research questions: 

3. How well do the items of each scale indicate eventual 
supervision SUccess or failure? 

4. Is there information outside the scale items that indicate 
success or failure 

(age characteristics 
success? 

on supervision; i.e., 
at termination, sex, and 

do releasee 
race) affect 

The values of the dependent variable were recoded (1-6) from least to 
most serious at the ordinal level as follows: discharges recommended, 
discharge expiration, AWOL, new misdemeanor, technical violation, and 
new felony. The three remaining outcomes were again excluded. 

Results were varied between 
association between outcome 
analysis was utilized to test 
characteristics to supervision 

analyses, enough to further examine the 
and the scales. A stepwise regression 
the contribution of the items and releasee 

success and failure. 

For the 241 cases with an A form completed, the independent R2's of the 
it~ms did in fact increase slightly when termination type was recoded 
With technical violations being more serious than new misdemeanor 
convictions. Only alcohol abuse, address changes and the offense 
variables' R2's decreased. All items explained 13.5% of the variance in 
termination type (as opposed to 13.3% previously). 
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Prediction wa~ also improved on the A needs scale. The agent's 
impression of client needs item remained the only significant predictor; 
its R2 increased from .079 to .093. An additional 2% of the variance was 
explained by all items. However, the academic/vocational item was 110t 
as good a predictor as it was in the original analysis. Living 
arrangement and psycho-sexual adjustment items remained good (but not 
significant) predictors. 

The B risk scale also showed some added predictive strength. Again, 
the R2's for alcohol abuse and address changes decreased as did those 
for age at first conviction and use of community resources. Compliance 
with the parole agreement, social interaction, employment, and previous 
revocation items remained the best and significant predictors. I n this 
analysis prior felony convictions was a better predictor than before, 
although it was not significant. 

On the B needs scale no changes were seen. The agent's impression of 
client needs and sUbstance abuse items were the only significant 
predictors. Less than 1% of additional variance was explained when 
termination type was recoded. 

In Area I, the 11 cases with A's were not examined. For the 2~9 Cook 
County releasees with a reevaluation, no differences were seen on the 
risk scale. All items explained 27.56% of the variance in termination 
type. The compliance with the parole agreement, employment, social 
interaction, and use of community resources items explained 26% by 
themselves and were the only significant predictors. 

ThE: multiple R2 for the B needs items decreased from .23 to .228. The 
client needs and living arrangement items explained 21.7% of the variance 
by themselves and were significant. 

Area I results cannot be interpreted too finely; until more cases come 
into the base from Area I, no conclusions can be drawn. 

I n Area II, results for the A instruments were the same as for those of 
all the cases. There were 541 Area II cases with a B instrument 
completed before termination. Less than 1% additional variance was 
explained by the B risk items. The only change worth mentioning is 
that age at first conviction entered before the use of community 
resources item and had slightly more predictive power. All items 
explained 34.9% of the variance. The same held true for the needs 
scale. .3% more var'iance was accounted for while client needs, 
substance abuse, and academic/vocational items remained ~ignificant 
predictors. 

Despite the fact that most cases were from Area II and 1.7% of all 
terminations were for new misdemeanors (none in Area I), the recoding 
of termination type in this manner was supported, more so on the initial 
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evaluation, than on the reevaluation instruments. Although none 
predicted with better than 35% accuracy, additional variance was 
accounted for. (Termination type should be further examined for both 
Area I and Area II using this recoding scheme. ) 

Next, the contribution of age, sex and race, both independently and 
with the scale items, was examined. (State-wide, the population of 
terminated cases was 54% White, 43% Black and 2.7% Hispanic while it was 
nearly 95% male. The mean age was 28.8 years and ranged from 19 to 
73.) 

For the A instrument no significant changes occurred. The independent 
R2's for sex and race continued to be below .001 while age remained a 
significant predictor when used with the needs scale items. Age also 
remained a significant predictor on both the B risk and needs scales, 
while sex continued to be a better predictor than race. 

In Area I the population was 70% Black with an average age of 30.2. 
For the B instrument scales, age and race were significant predictors 
along with the compliance, employment, social interaction and use of 
community resources items on the risk assessment and the impression of 
needs and living arrangement items on the needs scale . 

In Area II the population was 68% White and averaged 28.2 years of age. 
On the A scale results were the same as those for all cases. Race did 
explain 3% of the variance in termination type while age contributed 2.6% 
independently. Hace had slightly less predictive power when included 
with the risk items but remained a significant predictor (along with age 
and client needs impressions) with the needs scale. 

There were no major differences between the methods of measurement for 
the outcome items when they were regressed against demographic 
variables. Generally these characteristics proved poor predictors of 
outcome although they did hold more potential than some of the scale 
items. 
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PREDICTIVE ASSESSMENT OF COMBINED INSTRUMENTS 

The risk and needs scales held some predictive power when used 
independently. Little additional var'iance was accounted for when 
releasee charactel'istics were included in the regression models. The A 
and B, risk and needs scales were combined to note the predictive power 
of the instruments when used in conjunction with each other. 

At this point, the B risk scale had the best predictive power. The 12 
items accounted for 31.4% of the variance explained in termination type. 
The B needs items explained 25.4% of the variance. A risk and needs 
items accounted for 13.3% and 10% of the variance respectively. 

For the 6 possible dual combinations, as in the preliminary validation, 
the B risk and A needs scales held the greatest predictive potential 
when combined. 48.2% of the variance was explained by all the items. 
Compliance with the parole agreement and social interaction (both needs) 
and the substance abuse (risk) items were the only significant variables. 
The employment and agent's impressions of client needs items entered 
second and third (after the compliance item) but did not retain a 
significant F-ratio. 

The opposite combination (A risk and B needs) also demonstrated greater 
predictability than the separate instruments. Interestingly, seven items 
(six of them from the B needs) were significant where earlier only three 
items had been significant. Three 'B needs items (academic/vocational, 
psycho-sexual adjustment and mental ability) became significant when 
combined with A risk items. The only significant A risk item was age at 
first conviction. The agent's impression of client attitude item accounted 
for 1% additional variance but was not significant. 

The combinations of the similar scales for both the initial and 
reevaluation instruments had only slightly less predictive power. The 
two risk scales combined to explain 46% of the variance in the outcome 
variable. Both prior felony conviction items had significant F-values 
while the compliance with the parole agreement and employment items 
from the B were also significant. All other items, except for the age at 
first conviction from the A and social interactions from the B added little 
to the predictability of outcome. 

Separately, the two needs scales failed to account for more than 25% of 
the variance; together, they accou,nted for 44.7%. Five of the six 
significant items (agent's impression of needs, academic/vocational, living 
arrangements, alcohol or drug abuse and psychol-sexual adjustment) 
were from the reevaluation scale while SUbstance abuse was the only 
significant predictor from the initial evaluation scale. These items, along 
with the emotional stability variable from the A, alone explained 42.2% of 
the variance. 

The combinations 
produced the least 
needs scales from 
Only the attitude 

Preceding page blank 

of risk and needs scales for similar instruments 
powerful results. The combination of the risk and 
the A explained only 17% of the outcome variance. 
and age at first conviction items were significant 
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predictors. The predictive power of the academic/vocational item 
dropped noticeably when combined with the risk items. 

Results were similar for the reevaluation scales. As was the case with 
the A, adding the needs items only accounted for an additional 3 to 4% 
of the outcomes variance. The use of community resources item became 
a more powerful predictor while the prior revocation item lost some 
predictive potential. 

The A risk was combined with the B needs and the B risk was used in 
conjunction with the A needs scale to examine how the false negative and 
false positive cases were identified. The risk and needs levels were 
entered into the matrix calculation in the same manner as in the 
intrainstrument formula. The levels were crosstabulated with successful 
and unsuccessful outcomes. 

Three points must be made here. First, the risk scale still guides the 
calculation of the scorebased casework level; therefore, only in the 
situation where a releasee is scored high on the needs and low on the 
risk scales will the needs level be taken into effect. Second, because 
the agents did not participate in this analysis, the override function 
could not be used; the casework level was represented by the matrix 
calculation only. Third, only those who were evaluated with both an 
initial and reevaluation were included in the interinstrument calculations. 
Thus, there was a variation in sample sizes. The cell percentages were 
examined i since the summary statistics can be affected by sample size, 
their contribution was minimal. (However, the two interinstrument 
sample sizes were equal and statistics could be compared.) Total, Area 
I, and Area II results were calculated. 

For all cases, the B risk and A needs unity identified the lowest 
percentage of false positives (5.4%-of §.!.!. lows). Althoug.h the B .risk-~ 
needs combination identified 1% fewer unsuccessful lows, It recognized 2-0 
more successful highs. The B risk-A needs matchup misidentified ~ 
16 of 169 releasees. The A risk-B needs combination misclassified 61% 
of theirhigh releasees. .!.!.2 addition, despite the small N, the B risk-A 
needs statistics were highest. Again, support was generated for the B 
risk-A needs scales to aid in the prediction o~ outcome. 

Since only one Area I releasee received both an initial and reevaluation 
(a successful medium),' area comparisons would have been mis,leading. 
Area II results were similar to those for all cases. 

Throughout the various analyse~, the B risk instrument seemed to 
provide the most useful predictive potential. It had almost equal power 
in identifying misclassified releasees when used with both needs 
instruments. However, when termination type was regressed against the 
instruments' joined items, the B risk-A needs items combination explained 
nearly 50% of the variance, much more than the B risk-B needs matchup 
(34%). Joining the various instruments did contribute to the predictive 
accuracy of the scales. (The B risk-A needs combination needs to be 
examined further.) 
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ASSESSMENT OF PREDICTIVE RESULTS 

The seriousness of misprediction and its potential hazard to public safety 
must be examined. If the instruments, or combination of instruments, 
are classiFying releasees as low or medium and these releasees are 
actually committing serious violations, such as new felonies or technical 
violation, there could be societal danger. Releasees classified low should 
be eligible for early discharges; these decisions cannot be made 
effectively if many are returning to prison for serious offE':nses. In 
addition, if a large proportion of releasees rated at a high casework 
level are not violating the law or they return for only minor offenses, a 
great deal of agent time and energy will have been wasted. I n times of 
limited resources, rising violent crime rates, public concerns, and 
pol itical preSSLJre, great care must be taken when implementing 
classification system decisions. 

To test the seriousness of both misprediction and predictive accuracy, 
the specific types of positive and negative terminations were examined. 
Termination type frequencies were calculated for each casework level by 
outcome crosstabulated cell for all instruments and combinations of 
instruments. The seriousness of accurate and mispredictions could be 
noted for all scales. (See Table 1-A and 1-B.) 

For those classified as low on the A instrument who terminated 
successfully (N=10), one-half completed their supervision term while 
one-half were recommended for discharge. Of the successful releasees 
rated as medium on the A, slightly more (57%) were discharged by 
expiration of sentence. Most (61%) of the high releasees who terminated 
successfully served their entire supervision term before release. There 
were no unsuccessful releasees who were classified as low. 
ApprOXimately two-thirds of the unsuccessful terminations for those 
classified as medium 01' high were for the more serious terminations of 
new felony convictions or technical violations. 

The predictive powel' of the B instrument was slightly better than that 
of the A scale. In addition, more successful releasees classified as low 
were recommended for discharge (58% for both Area I and Area II). 
Only 16% of the successful highs were recommended for discnarge. On 
the other hand I many of the negative terminations for the ICJw releasees 
(5 of the 7 in both Area I and Area II) wel'e for the more serious new 
felony conviction. (See Appendix A for the Low Unsuccessful Profile.) 
Seventy-eight percent of the unsuccessful mediums in Area II and 89% in 
Area I were for a new felony conviction or technical violation. (There 
were no AWOL's 01' new misdemeanor convictions in Area I i this data 
problem must be taken into consideration.) There was also a high 
percentage (83~b) of serious violations among those classified as high. 
Most of the unsuccessful releasees terminated with a technical violation 
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PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT 
TABLE I-A 

PREDICTIONS: EACH INSTRUMENT BY OUTCOME 

Total Number 
Number of Successful Number of Successful Number of Unsuccessful Number of· Unsuccf!ssful 'Predictlve of Successful Per'cent of Successful Percent of Unsuccessful Percent of Unsuccessrul Percent or Accuracy Instrument Area Cases Lows All Lows Mediums All r.lediums Mediums All MeC:lums Highs All Highs Percentage 

A Risk Total 278 11 . 91 _ 7 30 81.1 7 18.9 100 43.7 46.1 Area I 13 1 100.0 4 80.0 1 20.0 3 42.9 50.0 Area II 265 10' 90.9 26 81.3 6 18.8 97 43.7 45.9 
A Needs Total 278 113 69.3 45 51.1 43 48.9 15 55.6 67.4 Area I 13 6 60.0 3 100.0 0 0.0 0 100.0 60.0 Area II 265 107 . 69.9 42 49.4 43 50.6 15 55.6 67 8 
A Final Total 278 11 100.0 35 76.1 11 23.9 97 43.9 46.6 Area I 13 1 100.0 4 66.7 2 33.3 2 33.3 42.9 W Area II 265 10 100.0 31 77.5 9 22.5 95 44.2 46.7 N 

BRisk Total 877 281 95.6 321 85.4 55 14.6 116 56.0 79.2 Area I 304 118 95.2 109 85.2 19 14.8 20 38.5 78.4 Area II 573 163 95.9 212 85.5 36 14.5 96 61. 9 79.7 
B Needs Total 877 590 86.4 85 55.2 69 44.8 22 55.0 84.6 Area I 304 229 88.4 25 64.1 14 35.9 1 16.7 85.8 Area II 573 361 85.1 60 52.2 55 47.8 21 61.8 83.4 
B Final Total 877 318 95.8 289 84.3 54 15.7 116 57.4 81.3 Area I 304 140 95.2 90 83.3 18 16.7 20 40.8 81.6 Area II 573 178 96.2 199 84.7 36 15.3 96 62.7 81.1 

*The Predictive Accuracy Percentage was calculated by dividing the number of Successful Lows and Unsuccessful Highs by the total number of low and high cases. 
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TABLE I-B 
PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT PREDICTIONS: COMBINED INSTRUMENTS BY OUTCOME** 

Total ~lumber 

Number of Successful Number of Successful Number of Unsuccessful Number of Unsuccessful "Pr'cdictivE' 

Combined of Successful Percent of Successful Percent of Unsuccessful Percent of Unsuccessful Percent of AcclJracy 

Instrument Ar'ea Cases Lows All Lows Mediums All Merjiums Mediums All Mediums Highs All Highs PE'rcentagE! 

A Risk - Total 278 11 91.7 30 81.1 7 18.9 100 43.7 46.1 

A tleeds Area I 13 1 100.0 4 80.0 1 20.0 3 42.9 50.0 
Area II 265 10 90.9 26 81.3 6 18.8 97 43.7 ·15.9 

A Risk - Total 169 8 88.9 20 90.9 2 9.1 54 39.1 42.2 
13 Needs Area I 1 1 100.0 0 0.0 

Area II 168 8 88.9 19 90.5 2 9.5 54 39.1 ·12.2 

B Risk - Total 877 281 95.6 322 85.4 5S 14.6 116 53.3 79.<1 
B tleeds Area I 304 118 95.2 109 85.2 19 14.8 20 38.5 78.4 

Area II 573 163 95.9 213 85.5 36 14.5 96 62.3 7!1.9 

B Risk - Total 169 35 94.6 63 80.8 15 19.2 40 74.1 82.4 
A Needs Area I 1 1 100.0 100.0 

Ar'ea II 168 34 94.4 63 80.8 15 19.2 40 74.1 82.2 

"Tile Predictive ACCLJracy Percentage was calculated by dividing the number of Successful Lows and Unsuccessful Highs by the total number of low and high Cil~P<;. 

·"T au I Gamma and Eta statistics were also calculated. These statistics were highest for the BRisk - A needs combination of lnstl"uments. 
(Tau = .57; Gamma = .85; Eta = .60) 



or a felony conviction. When the initial and reevaluation i~strum~nts 
were used separately, the level of classification did not differentiate 
between the least and most serious negative outcomes. On the other 
hand most releasees classified lower on the scales were recommended for , . 
discharge while more high releasees went through their entire t~rm 
before exiting the system. Thus, the instruments clearly determine 
successful outcomej although they do not currently make fine distinctions 
among more serious violators. (See Table I-B.) However, the I~c~ of 
data for the A instrument and AWOL's and new misdemeanor convictions 
in Area I obstructs the determination of real predictive accuracy at this 
point. 

When the A risk scale was combined with the B needs (N=169), results 
were similar to those of the individual instruments. There were few 
unsuccessful lows (1) and mediums (2) but most of the accurately 
classified highs violated parole guidelines or were convicted of a felony. 
Sixty-five percent of the lows, mediums, and highs alike who terminated 
successfully were discharged from supervision via expiration of sentence. 

The hypothesis that the B risk-A needs combination provides the most 
predictive accuracy was supported further in this more precise analysis. 
Approximately 75% of the negatively terminated mediums and highs were 
for the more serious violations. Conversely, there were two 
misrepresented lows, both having less serious outcomes (one AWOL i the 
othel', a misdemeanor). Results were also impressive for those 
successful cases. A larger percentage of lows was recommended for 
discharge than were percentages of mediums and highs. With other 
positive terminations removed, 41% of the lows and 15% of the mediums 
were recommended for discharge. Moreover, none of the eight highs was 
recommended to the board for early discharge. 

Again, prediction of outcome for the combination of the B risk and A 
needs scales was more accurate than those projections made from the 
scales individually. Few highs and mediums were recommended for early 
release. All releasees who were recommended and received an early 
discharge were classified as low or medium. At the other end of the 
continuum, the more serious violators were classified high, while no low 
rated releasees committed the more serious offenses. With this scale 
combination, the releasees classified at the low end of the scale were 
usually successful, many' being recommended for early discharge. ~ of 
the serious violators were rated as either medium or bJ.9.b. on the Brisk 
A-needs combination. 

Thus, if predictions for recommendations for early discharge are to be 
made and those releasees with the most potential to commit the more 
serious offenses are to be identified, the B risk-A needs combination 
should provide a start toward accurate projections. This combination 
has already provided few mispredictions at both ends of the scale. It 
has demonstrated that the offenders with the greatest polential for 
committing the least serious and most serious offenses can be identified 
in most cases. Prisoner Review Board members could find these 
instruments for recommending low or medium classified releasees for 
discharge and for testing results of such use. 
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INFLUENCE OF DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 

When the demographic variables were entered into the regressicll 
analyses, similar results to the first analysis were noted. Sex and race 
explained less than 1% of the variance independently. Age correlated 
negatively, with an R2 equal to .028. Age also entered ahead of sex 
and race in the stepwise analysis. Age, sex, and race increased the 
multiple R2's by less than 2% beyond that contributed by the items on all 
scales. 

For the A needs scale for state-wide cases, age entel~ed second. It 
increased the multiple R2 to .10 after the agent's impression of client 
needs item (R2 = .07) was entered. Sex had slightly more predictive 
power for both scales on the A and B instruments than race. ,Age also 
entered second on the B needs scale, adding 1% more variance beyond 
that explained by the agent's impression item. Sex and race, in addition 
to the basic human needs item, were the poorest predictors of 
termination type on the B needs scale. In conclusion, for the state·.wide 
cases, age and sex did add to the risk scale, while only age was a good 
predictor when analyzed along with the needs items. 

In Area for the B risk scale, sex explained 1% of the var'iance in 
termination type for the 298 cases studied. As opposed to the total 
cases, race was a better predictor than sex when analyzed along with 
the B risk items. The demographic variables explained 2% additional 
variance beyond that accounted for by the B risk items in Area I. The 
same held true for tht~ B needs scale in Area I. Thus, in Area I, 
knowledge of race and age aided a bit in the prediction of termination 
type. More importantly, all demographic variables entered earlier in the 
stepwise procedure than the last five B needs items. 

In Area II for both the initial and the reevaluation scales, results were 
similar to the previous analysis. Age, of course, correlated negatively 
(R2 = .16), while correlation coefficients for sex and race were less than 
.01. On the A risk scale, these 3 variables explained 1.5% additional 
variance beyond that of the items. On the A needs scale, they 
increased the multiple R2 by 2%, with age and sex entering the stepwise 
procedure 2nd and 4th respectively. For the B risk scale in Area II, 
age and race were better predictors than sex. Age and r'ace entered 
4th and 6th respectively during the stepwise procedure. They explained 
1% more variance beyond that of the 12 ri:1k items (R2 = .35). For the 
B needs scale in Area II, the demographic variables added 1 _ 5% 
additional variance to the items (R2 = .29). Age and race entered 2nd 
and 3rd while sex entered last.. Again, age and race were predictors 
when included with needs items and risk items on the B scales for Area 
II. 
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In summary, demographic information, especially age, as confirmed by 
other studies, can be of sC'me assistance to the items predicting parole 
outcome. (These variables should be included with future IIbest 
predictors ll ana!yses, with poor predictors removed, to note thei r 
contribution relative to IIgood ll variables.) 

The items listed in Table II would seem to be useful predictors for each 
scale in each area. Only a few of the items were significant predictors 
(.10 level); these are preceded by an *. (An F-value of at least 2.9 is 
needed; these were the only items to meet that criterion.) Table I 
shows relationships between instruments and outcomes, and combinations 
of instruments and outcomes. 

From various attempts at finding predictors of parole outcome using 
regression analysis, it can be concluded that most of the scale items by 
themselves are not good predictors. The items which were significant at 
the .10 level explained less than 30% of the variance in all cases. 
Knowledge of age and race added somewhat to the prediction of outcome; 
the reevaluation instrument items were better predictors than those of 
the initial evaluation instrument. No more than 34% accuracy was 
determined for the scales when used individually. 

The combination of the B risk and A needs scales provided the most 
accurate predictions after all individual and combinations of instruments 
were studied. Few cases were misclassified, especially at the low end of 
the scale where predictions of success for those who fail would be of 
great harm to public safety. 

Results indicated that the best way to order termination type on a least 
serious to most serious continuum would be: discharge by 
recommendation; discharge by expiration of sentence; I\WOL; new 
misdemeanor conviction; technical violation and new felony conviction. 
Predictive accuracy ;s most improved with this arrangement (state-wide). 

Recommended at this point is continued examination of the reevaluation 
instrument and the B risk-A needs combination for further predictive 
accuracy. However, th-e various instruments should continue to be 
utilized so that agents can become familiar with their releasees 
immediately following release, obtaining. information concerning their prior 
criminal activities, social and environmental problems, living 
arrangements and needs, and emotional problems, The B needs 
instrument should be examined so that the agent can identify and 
monitor the specific service needs required by each releasee. The ;1eeds 
instruments wer'e not designed to iH'edict. The use of the instruments 
for their various purposes also needs closer examination. 

A profile of the very few (2%) unsuccessful low releasees indicated that 
most were ot'iginally convicted of burglary or robbery. (See Appendix 
A.) Each had some needs problem such as mental or drug difficulties. 

Preceding page blank 
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(Additional analysis should be done of those releasees convicted of 
serious property crimes who are classified as low risk, as well as on 
sex-related cases.) The problem with these cases in regard to 
classification may be in part a function of statutory definitions of Class 
X, Class 1, and Class 2; as with the Institutional Classification Study, 
such cases seem especially problematic both in terms of assessment and 
in returns to the system (e.g., preliminary result~ suggest that Class 1 
should be inclusive of many current Class 2 cases). 

The next series of analyses should add and utilize both length under 
supervision and commitment-free 3-year period prior to current offense 
to see their effect on parole outcome. At this pOint, instrument items 
alone cannot be used confic!ently to predict supervision outcome, despite 
the fact that B risk levels, especiaily in Area .!.!...t.. ~ to predict with 
close to 90% accuracy when 2.!J.!.y misclassified highs and lows are taken 
into account. 
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VAfdABLES SELECTED} RON THE ORIGINAL STEP\vISE PROCEDURE 
FOR A NE\v SPECIFIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

(In Order of Selection in Stepwise Analysis) 

l 

1 

STATE-\-lIDE 

~'<At ti tude 
*Age at First Conviction 

Alcohol Abuse 
Record of Offenses 
Employment 
Felony Convictions 

*Impression of Client Needs 
Living Arrangements 
Academic/Vocational 
Psycho-Sexual 
Emotional Stability 
Substance Abuse 

1 *Parole Agreement 
*Social Interaction 

l
' ~'(Employment 

*Prior Revocations 
Age at First Conviction 
Felony Convictions 

I 
j 

. I 
"'<Impression of Client Needs 
*Substance Abuse 
*Living Arrangements 

Academic/Vocational 

AREA I 

A RISK INSTRUNENT 

A NEEDS INSTRU~ffiNT 

BRISK INSTRilllENT 

*Parole Agreement 
~'(Employment 

*Social Interaction 
~<Use of Commu,ni ty Resources 

Offense Record 
Interpersonal Problems 
Alcohol Abuse 

B NEEDS INSTRUMENT 

~'(Impression of Client Needs 
*Living Arrangements 

Mental Ability 
Academic/Vocational 
Substance Abuse 

J ~'<Significant Predictors at .10 level. 
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AREA II 

~'<Attitude 

*Age at First Conviction 
Alcohol Abuse 
Record of Offenses 
Employment 
Felony Convictions 

*Impression of Client Needs 
Living Arrangements 
Academic/Vocational 
Psycho-Sexual 
Emotional Stability 
Substance Abuse 

*Parole Agreement 
*Social Interaction 
*Felony Convictions 
~'(Employment 

Prior Revocations 
Use of Community Resources 
Age at First Conviction 

*Impression of Client NeedR 
,,'<Substance Abuse 
*Academic/Vocational 

Psycho-Sexual 
Basic Needs 



APPENDIX A 

lOW UNSUCCeSSFUL PROFI lE 

Of the 837 releasees who had a "B" series evaluation completed before 
terminating either successfully or unsuccessfully, there were 13 (2%) who 
were classified as low on· the scorebased casework level but 
unsuccessfully completed parole. These cases were profiled so that 
similarities among these releasees could be specified. 

Three were released from a maximum institution and 1 was "out of state" 
(Indiana). Six releasees were on a Correctional Parole Counselor Ill's 
caseload at termination. Six releasees committed the original offense in 
Cook County and six in downstate counties. Six lived in Cook County 
while on supervision, whereas seven lived downstate. 11 were sentenced 
later than 1977; one in 1973; and one in 1975. All were sentenced for 
terms over three years, while two had sentences of over ten years. 

A major finding~ appeared when the type of committing offense was 
examined. Six of the 13 were convicted of burglary (Class 2), four for 
armed robbery (Class X), one for robbery (Class 2), and one for rape
deviate sexual assault (Class X). Thus, 12 were convicted of serious 
property and/or assaultive crimes. The other served for a Class 3 
controlled substance violation. Six had two-year supervision terms, and 
six had three··year terms. All were male; seven were White; six were 
Black. Eight were 25 or younger; one was 48 years old. Of the 13, 
nine wet'e returned for a new felony; one for AWOL; one, technical 
violation; one, new misdemeanor; and one, other negative termination. 

Only two releasees had an A (initial evaluation) completed and were 
classified as medium on that instrument. Thus, 11 had been released for 
over 30 days before they were first evaluated. For the B (reevaluation) 
risk instrument, item responses were generally low; however, every 
releasee had at least one non-zero score. Eight had at least one prior 
felony conviction, while only one had one or more prior revocations. 
Eleven were 23 or younger (only three were 19 or yo'mger) at first 
conviction. One was recorded as having a moderate alcohol problem, and 
one as having a moderate substance abuse problem. Only three were 
currently employed under 40% of the time. Six had had one address 
change in the last 12 months, while the other seven had not moved. 
Only one was listed under "personal· problems" and one as interacting 
with "delinquent" groups. TE:n utilized, but were not recorded as 
needing, community resources. Ten had theft-related conviction 
records. 

The B (Form CB) needs items responses were also low. Only two had 
living arrangement problems, while one needed some assistance with a 
mental problem. One was listed as having a moderate alcohol or drug 
problem, while four needed some academic or vocational assistance. 
Although all had a low needs level, four agents ~·thought their releasee 
needed medium casework service. One override was used bringing a 
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case classified as low to the medium category; thus, one agent 
recognized a problem with an unsuccessful case and corrected it. 

In conclusion, a noteworthy finding among these misclassified 
unsuccessful cases is that 92% were originally sentenced for a serious 
property and/or assaultive crime. At least one supervision and/or needs 
problem was identified for each case, but not so sufficiently as to put 
the cases in a higher classification level. 
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APPENDIX B 

CASE CLASSIFICATION INSTRUMENTS 

A - I nitial Risk Assessment Instrument 

AC - I nitial Needs Assessment Instrument 

B - Reevaluation Risk Assessment Instrument 

BC - Reevaluation Needs Assessment Instrument 

D - Casework Level Assignment Instrument 

Case Action - Case Tracking Data Collection Instrument 
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A 
StOI~ ot IIIlnOI' . De-por1ment of Co"ectIO"S 

CommunIty ServIces DIVISion 

COMMUNITY SUPERVISION 
WOR~lOAD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM " 

INITIAL SUPERVISION lEVEl EVALUATION 

IDENTIFICATION: (print) 

Parole Office: 0 0 

Relea'ee Nome~ A9~ntNam~: _____________ ~ ____________ __ 
flol', 

Institution: DO Agent DOD 
Numb~r: 

o DO DO Evaluahon 0 
Date: 

Month Month Day Year Day Year 

EVALUA TlON: 
A. Totol number 01 prior felony convictions and juvenile adjudications 

SCORE 

o. None ................................•.......... Enter 0 
b. One ............................................ Enter 2 
c. Two or more .....•.............................. Enter 4 

B. Total number of prior periods of probatlon/parole/releose supervision (Adult & Juvenile) 
a. None ...... '" .: ................................ Enter 0 
b. One or more ..... '" ............................ Enter 4 

C. Total Number of Prior Probation/P'Jrole/ Release Revocations 
a. None .......................................... , Enter 0 
b. One or more ................... " ............... Enter 4 

D. Age at first conviction or adjudication 

0 
0 
0 

a. 24 years or more ............................... Enter 0 
b. 20·23 years .................... '" .... '" ....... Enter 2 
c. 19 years or less ...................... '" ....... Enter 4 

E. History of Alcohol Abuse (prior to incarceration) 
0 

a. No history of abu,e ............................. Enter 0 
b. Occasional abuse ............................. " Enter 2 
c. Frequent abuse ................................. Enter 4 

F. History of Other Substance Abuse (prior to incarceration) 
0 

a. No hi'story of abuse .............. , ' ........ , .... Enter 0 
b. Occasional abuse ............................... Enter 1 
c. Frequent abuse ................................. Enter 2 

G. Percent of Time employed in 12 months prior to incarceration 
(Base estimate on 40 hours/week .for full year: 100%) 

0 
a. 60% or more ................................... Enter 0 
b. 40·59% ......................................... Enter 1 
c. Under 40% ..................................... Enter 2 
d. Unemployable and/or supported by other 

means .......................................... Enter 0 
H. Number of address changes in year prior to incarcerat'ion 

o 
a. None ........................... , ............... Enter 0 
b. One ......................... , .................. Enter 2 
c. Two or more ' .. : ..................... , ........... Enter 3 

I. Agent's Subjective Appraisal of Client's Altitude 
o 

a. Sincere' desire to behave responsibly ............ Enter 0 
b. Dependent or irresponsible ............. , ....... Enter 3 
c. No indication of rTJotivation to behave 

responsibly .................. ,.: ................ Enter 5 
J. Record of convictions or Adjudicotion for Selected Offenses (include current offense) 

a. None 01 the below .............................. Enter 0 

o 
b. Burglary, Theft, Auto Theft, Robbery ............ Enter 2 
c. Forgery, Deceptive Practices ..... , ................ Add 3 
d. Assoultive Offense .............................. Add 4 o 

DO 
TOTAL SCORE 

SUPERVISION LEVEL: .[2] 
HIGH (1541) MEDIUM (8 14) lOW (0'7) 
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State of 1111"01' - D~portmen' of Corr~c1lons 
Community Ser-'Icel DI-'I~lon 
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION 

WORKlOAD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
NEEDS LEVEL EVALUATION 

- \ 

Parole Office: 0 C' 
IDENTIFICA TlON: (Print) 

R~leolee Nome; __________________________________ ~----------------------________ _ 
,'Otl , 11.'1" I "",,,ddl,,, Ag"nl Nom". ---------:;,,~oo:::,,~-------

Releolee 

Number. 

Releole!

Dote: 

000000 
DO DO DO 

In,'itutlon: 

Evaluation 

Dol,,: 

o 0 ~~:~"r:D 0 0 
DO DO DO Month 

EVALUATION: 
A BO)IC Human Need, 

C Emotional Slob,",y (Actn'e) 

Day Yeor Monlh Day Yeor 

SCORE 

o Adequate food. ,heher &. clolhln9 lor client and depf'ndenh .................................... Eftt.r 0 
b APP,optlote reJerrall 'or O)\IUanCt: In ensuring that bo"c needs are 

)oll)f'rd hove been modl: .. follo ..... ·up needed .......... ' ................................. " Entet J 
C C"ltcol problem. client and dependent, lock bO'lc Ide euentloh 

ulgenl refetrol nerdrd • 0 •••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 0 •••••• 0 •••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • Enler 7 

o Sioble and Suppor1ly r relollon,hlp' With family or othen in IIYing group ....... 0 ....... 0 ••• .; •••••••• " Enler 0 
b Chent 'lye. alone 0:- .ndependently Within another houtehold ••• 0 • • • • .. • • • • • .. • • • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • •• En'rr I 
C. Client f'ltperlencmg O((o)lonal. moderafe Infer.penonal 

problem~ ..... thln 'lYing group •• 0 ...... 0 ...... 0 ........................ , • • • • • • .. • • • .. ... Enrer 3 
d Cltenr ".pertenong 'requent and .etIOU. Inret'persono' 

problem~ wllhln I.Ylng group .. 0 ............. 0 .............. 0 ......... 0 • • .. • • .. • .. • • .. • • • • •• Enler 6 

o No symplom$ of tomOltonal,nuoblll'Y. opprop"ate emOllonal re\pon'e, ...... 0 .. • • .. • .. • • • .. • • • .. • • .. • • •• Ente,O 
b. SymolOm\ 'Imll. but do nol prohibIt. adequate funchomng. r 9 . etceUIYt' anltlel)' ...................... 0 • • • •• f:ntcr.4 
c Symptom, prohIbit ode quo Ie functioning. e g . lo.he) out or rcfreoh Into ,elf • • • .. • • • .. • .. • .. • • • • • • • .. .. •• Enlr, 8 

a Able to lunetto" Independently .......... 0 ............................ \ ..................... '" Enler 0 
b. Some need for aUIUonce. pOlenhol for odequote odluUmenl; mild 

retordotlon .. 0 .. • • .. • • .. .. • • • • • .. • .. • .. • • .. • • • .. • • • .. • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • .. .. • • • • .. • • • .. • .. • •• Enter 3 
c Oeflclencle~ leyerely limit Independent 'unc1IonlO9. moderale ,etardallan .................... 0 • .. .. • • • • • .. •• Enler 6 

a. No apporent dy,funchon ••••••••• 0 • 0 • .. • .. • • .. • • • • • • • .. • .. • • .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • .. ... Enfer 0 
b Real or perceIved '1Iva"ono' Ot minot ptoblem. • • • • • .. • • • .. .. • • • • • .. • • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. • • .. • • • .. • .. .... En'e, J 
c. Real or petcelyed cr.ronlC or ~eYere problem, ......................... ~ ........................ ". Enter 6 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

F. Subuonce Abu,e (Alcohol or Drugs, 

G. AcademiC and/or Vocational 

c. Client elllpeuencing no problem' related ~ .ubllance obu.e ••••••••• , ............................ '. Enter 0 
b Moderate Or deyelop."g paltern of lubuunce obuu!' Indlcole~ 0 

coun,eltng/monltotlng and/or refelfol need ..................... 0 .............. 0 ............ "" Enter" 
, S."OUl lub.tonce abute probleml • m'en'lye co,ewo,1t. ~~rYlCe •• 0 ................. , • • • • .. • • .. • • • ... Enter 7 

a Stable employment and/or ocodernlc'Yocotlonol trolnlng. no apparent 
co~eworlt. ,eryice need .. or chent & dependenh Supported by other 

leglhmofe mean, (Sociol Secult')', Rellremen. Pub"c Ald. elc I ............... t • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • •• Enter 0 
b. Voeohonol od ... oncement and, or Iromlng refellol Olll.toncr need, apparenl 

and de~lted by chent, bro~"'toge te,y.ert indica led Dnd/or ""lllIed. • • • • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. .. • • • .. • • •• Enter 3 
c. Client It "~~Ittant to yocollonol/acodemlc COte work '''''''Ices and/or 

r"l.e. upon inoppropllole or illegol means of ,upport ...................... I .................... a 0 • •• Entr, 1 

o 

o 
H. Agent'. Impreulon of Client', Need. 

a Lo ..... co,ewori.: ''''''''Ice need ............................. 0 • • • .. • • .. • • • .. • • • .. • • • .. • • • •• Enter I 
b. Medium cosework ,erYICe nl!ed 0 .................. f ....... 0 ....... 0 ••• '" ............. 0 • .. .. ... enter" 
c HIQh ca\e ..... or. ier"lce "eed ........... 0 ..................... 0 ••••••••• 0 ............ " ente, 7 o 

Agent'. Iniliol. DO 
TOTAL SCORE 

NEEDS LEVEL: 
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B 
SIOle 01 1liI00li . Deportment of Corrt-(1lon. 

(ommunlty 5e,-.,ces Dlvl'lon 
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION 

WORKLOAD MANAG~MENI SYSTEM 
SUPERVISION LEVEL RE--EVAlUATION 

IDENTIFICA TlON: (Print) 

Parole Off,ce: 0 o 
R~lea,ee Name;--------______ ~/I-O'~"----------------~.,.~.,~,----------------,~"~ .• "~.d~ .. ~.-------- Ag e n I Nom .. : ---------------:'-:-,0-"::-. ______________ _ 

R,~lea,ee 

Number: 000000 
DO DO DO 

In"!fu'lon; DO Agent DOD 
Number: 

Releo,~ 

Dote: 
Evoluatlon 

Dole: DO DO DO 
Day '{eo, Month Day 

EVALUATION: 
SCORE 

A 

C 

o 

F. 

G. 

H 

I. 

J. 

K. 

TOIOI number of prior felony conVIctIons and juventle ad,udicatlons 

a None .......................................... Enter 0 
bOne .•••.•..•.•....•.•.•.•..•.•••.••....• Enter 1 
c. Two or more .......... 0 ............................ Enter 3 

Total number of pilar Probation/Parole/Release Revocations 

Age 0' 'Int con",(1lon or Od,UdlCo'lon 

Current Alcohol Abu,e 

Other Substance Current Abus.e 

Percent 01 T,me Employed. In Tro,nlng. or In School 

Number of Addre" Chong~, In lo,t 12 month, 

Inl~r·personol. Problems In Current liVing SIIuatlon 

SOClcllnteraChon 

o Non~ ........ 0 .. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • Enter 0 
b One or more .................... 0 •• _ •• Enter 2 

o 14 yeors or more ......................... , .......... Enter 0 
b 2023 yeOr! ....•.•.•••...•.••....•..••...••• Enter 1 
( 19 yeors or les~ •••••.•••••• _ .................. Enter 2 

a No cppolen' problt:"ms ............................ En.er 0 
b Moderate problems ........................ 0 •••• Enter 2 
c Serious problem' ............................... 0 •• Enter 5 

o No appor~nl problems. ................... ,........ Enter 0 
b Moderate probltolns ............................. Enter 1 
c Sellous. probll'ms ... 0 • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • Er:.!er 3 

a 601}~ or more .................................. _ • Enter 0 
b 40 59% .•.•..•.......••.•••..••..••.•••••. Enter 1 
c Under 40'70 • . • • • • • • . • • . .............. 0 ...... Enter 2 
d. Oth,,, ,upport ..•....•. • ..•..•..•.•.•.•• Ent~r 0 

a None ............... . 
bOne .••••••.•..•.•• 
c Two or mare •••• 

Enter 0 
Enter 2 
Enter J 

a None......... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Enter 0 
b Few •••.••.••.•••.••••••.•••....•.••••.••• Enter 1 
c Modere/ •.••.••••..•...•••...•.•.•.•..•.••• Enter J 
d Severe 0 .......... 0 ............ 0 • • • • • • • • • Enter 5 

o MOlnly with non dt>llnqucn. 9roup,:ltldt 
vlduols. ...................................... . 

b Mainly wl.h dt>llOqut:!nl groups IJIdlvlduals ............... . 
Compliance wl.h ConditIons 01 Parole' RelenH' Ag,~emi'nt 

Enler 0 
Enter J 

Use of CommuOity Resourcel 

a No slgnl'lcan. probfl.'m\ ••••••••••• 0 .............. . 

b Moderate compflonct.> proble .n ..................... . 
c. ~ Setlous. compliance problem, ................ . 

Enler 0 
Enter 3 
Enter 5 

a Nol ne~ded •••.••••..•.••.•.••.•••••• Enter 0 
b ProdUC/ively ut,l,zed •. : •..•••..•••••••.•••••••• Enter 0 
c Needed. but nol aVaIlable •••••.••.••.•.••••••••• Enter 2 
d Ur.lllf"d but no' beneflClDl ••• ~ ••••••••• 0 ............ Enter 3 
(> AvaIlable. bUI t(~le(tt>d by cJlt;'n' •••••••••••• 0 ••••• 0 Enter 4 

Record of Con .... ctlon 01 Adjudication for Seft"cted Offenses (Include CU"l'1I1 offt .. ,nc) 

a None of the below •.•...•.••....•.•••.•••••••. Enter 0 
b Burglary. Ih,'II. AulO Theil. Robbery ...••.•••..•••..• Ent.er 1 
c forgery, Decepll'lt! Proctl(CS ......................... Enter 2 
d Bolh b. end c .••.••••.•••.•••.•...•••••.•••• Enter 3 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Agent', InitIal, DO 
TOTAL SCORE 

SUPERVISION LEVEL: 0 
HIGH (IS4(l) M[DIUM (814) 
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Be State 01 IIIlnOl\ . D~portm~n1 of (ol'reC1lon, 

Communl'y Servlce\ Dlvl~lon 
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION 

WORKLOAD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
NEEDS LEVEL EVALUATION 

Parole Office. 0 0 
IDENTIFICATION: (Print) 

I(~Jealee Nome: ---------::-"0::'7"' --------:-;,,-:-,,7,,---------,~-'o-o-,.-, ___ _ Ag"nl Nome' --------::-"::n,7, ________ _ 

R~leo,~e 

Number 

Releole 

Dole: 

000000 
DO DO DO 

Ins"'ution" 

Evolutlilon 

Dol,,; 

DO Ag",nl DOD 
Numb",; 

DO DO DO 
Monlh 

EVALUATION: 
A 80tt, Humor. Nt'ed, 

C Emotlonol Stab,",y (Acllvel 

o Menlol Ability (Pon,,'e) 

Day Yeor Monlh Day 

o Adequate foed ,hfdtr-r &. clothing fOol" client and dependenH •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b Appropllote refrtfoh lor OU'Uonce In en\UfI"g fhot be,., net'd, ore 

,o""'ed ho ... e been mode··'oflo ..... ·up needed .......................................... . 
c (lIhcol problem. dlcnl and dependenh lodl bo,,, 'de enrollo" 

ufg..!:'nl referral needed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

o Stobie and 'upport .... ~ r~lohon'hlp, With foml')' or olh~r, In '1 ... 11"19 group ..................................... .. 
b CII~n' ""'C'I olone or Indrpendenlly wlfhln another hou,ehold ........................................................ .. 
c C!lrnt r.lpeuen(lng o(cauonol. moderatC' '"1le t .per,onal 

problem' Within liVing o'oup ........................................................................................ .. 
d CI,ent e.lprrtenClng frequrnl ond letlOu, Inlrr.penonol 

problem, Within ',vlng QfouP .................................................................................... .. 

No Iymptoml of rmoflonalln,tob,llty. appropfla'e ,.mohonel re'ponH:" ................................................. .. 
b Symptom' I UT'iI , but do nol prohibit edcQvate lunchonlng. C' g .. e.lce'"ve Oouely ............................. .. .. 

Symptom, prohltJl' adequote funCllonlng e 9 .. lo\he, oul or relteor, 11"110 ,elf ........................................... .. 

a Able to funcllon 'ndependently .................................................. \ ................................ .. 
b Somf!' nef!'d lor au, •. tancf!'. pOll!'nltol lor odeqvolf!' od,u'tment mIld 

retordohon ..................................................................................................... .. 
Deflclencle-, ,evelely ',mIl ,ndependent fvncltontn9 mode rote rrfordor.on ........................................... .. 

o No apporen, dy,lunclloll ............................................................................................ . 
b Re-oJ or perceived \,'uahonol or minor problem' .................................................................... .. 
c Real or perceived chroniC Or '(>..,ere problem, ........................................................................... .. 

Ye-or 

SCORE 

En'e,O 

En, .. , 3 0 
Enler 7 

En'., 0 
Enter I 

Enlrr J 0 
Ent .. ,6 

Enre-IO 0 Enter ~ 
Enter 8 

Enter 0 

0 Enter J 
Enlrr 6 

Enler 0 0 E:nte-f J 
fn'e,6 

Substance Abu,e (Alcohol or Drug" 

G Acodemlc and/or Vocaftonol 

Ag"n,',lniliol, 

a Client r.lpl"rtenClng no problt"m' related .l JUbilance obu,e- .......................................................... .. 
b Moderate or de..,eloptng potlern of ,ubUun(e obu,t! Indf(ate-t a 

covn\ellng,monttortng and/or fe-'errol nefld ........................................................................... . 
St"flOU' ,ub,tonce obU,e problem, .. Inlen""e co'~""ofll 'erv,crt ........................................................ .. 

a 510ble employment and,~r acodrt'l"lc·"'ocoltonol ',o,nlng no opparf!'nt 
co,ewo," ,e'''''Ce need 0' ellenl & deprndrnH ,upportrd b)' olh,., 
It>g,limole m('an, ,SOCIal Se-curl'Y Rellfemenl Pvbllc A,d. etc I ...... .. .............................................. . 

b \locollonol odvance"'f!'nt ondlor "olnlO9 relerrol ou,\Ionce need, apparent 
ond de'lred by dlrnt, brOkerage 'erlfl(e\ Indicated and 'or uhltlcod 

( Cllt~nl I, re,uton' to ",ocohonol,o(odem,( co,ewor" ler.."c(O, andi~r' .................................... . 

r .. l,e, upon tnoppropflore or ,lIegol mean' of h/pport ................................................................ .. 

o low cotewor" ,e,.,,(f!' need ............................................................................................... .. 
b Medlvm co\ework ,erlflce need ........................................................................................ .. 
C t·t.Qh co\e_oll. ,ervlce n.eed ......................................................................................... . 

48 NEEDS LEVEL: 

HIGH (25 54i 

En'.r 0 

0 Enler '" 
Enll'r 7 

Enter 0 

Enll'r 3 0 
Enlr, 7 

Enr., 1 0 Enler .4 
En'., 7 

0 0 
TOTAL SCORE 

IOW(O 12) 

.... 

') 

l 
l 
l 

-1 
I 

r.'. 

\ 
I 

1 
] 

I 
\ 

~; 
I 
) 

" 
.1 

, J 1 

J 

.J 

J 

State' of lII.no" Deporlm,.,nl of (Offecflons 

Corn,."unllr St'rvICP' O'VI\IO" 

COMMl1NI! y SVPf RVI~ION D 
' .... ORr.l()A~ MANAGEM,,,,! SV'.TE ',~ 

CASEWORK LEVEL t,SSIGNMENT 

IDENTIFICATION: (Print) 

,r". 

~:I:o::: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~:I,:o,·O 0 0 0 0 0 

Monlh 

ASSIGNMENT: 

SCORE.BASED 
CASEWORK LEVEL: 

Is there on OVERRIDE? 

Doy Yt-o, 

HIGH 

YES 

\IFDlliM 

NO 

In5"lul,on 

Evaluaflon 

Dole 

Parole Off'ce 0 0 

Agent Name 

O 0 Ag.n, DOD 
Number 

DO DO DO 
Mon,h Day Year 

laW 

If No, go to FIN6.l CASEWORK LEVEL, If YES, com pie' ! below: 

Override Explanation: _______________________ _ 

FINAL CASEWORK LEVEl: 

(Ag"n", Signolu,,,) 

APPROVED: 

HIGH 

(Suprrvl>o,', Signalu,,,) 

DO DO DO 
Month Day 

Dote 
Yoa, 

MEDIUM lOW 

49 



Sla'l!' Qf III. nOt, _ 01t~o"'m .. nl ot (or' .. ("onl. 
Co,.,,,.. ... n"'!' ;:,.." .... (., 0 .... ,.0 ... - Co""",vn,,.., Suo.n. •• tO" 

Wo,diOOd Monoq.ment 5,,,_,,, DO 
Perole Off'ce 

ii, ll· 

CASE ACTION ,L 
------------___ Agen. Name . ... _____________ ....... 

dost, ~f",," (MJ~ 

" 
lias" 

o DO 0 0 0 In""ulton: O 0 Ag~n' 
Number: DOD 

Releo\e Dote. DD-DD-OOACTlON: 
Month Doy Year Enler Transfer Terminate ... , 

'oUl 

, .. , 
1. ENTER 

Do •• of B,nh' DO-DO-DOse.: m m~~~~~ce DOD 
Mont" Day Year Mole female "4, 61 

ITlw00mm 
While Block HISponic AM Ind. AM Allan Other 

ISl) 

Race: 
Temporary Cos~work Level: 

lSI! 

w[Ifm0 
MSR P SP MR 

Type of <elea,e 
Evalua',on DUE Dote: OD-OO-DO 

Mon.h , .. , 
Sentence Dale: DD-DO-OD 

Monlh Day Yeor , .. , 
(71) 

Sentence; DO-DO-DOD @1ITJ 
Yeors 

IN, Month. 

• CARD 2 
(DUP 1-46) 

i~;,;;;viSlon IT] ill m Ell}] 1I1 
IYeo"i ) 3 4 S Other 

2. TRANSFER 

A. FROM 
Agenr: 

B. FROM 
Off'ce: 

C. fROM 
ReSidence Counfy: 

3. TERMINATE: 

'471 

DOD 
IU, '51, 

DO 
1601 16" 

DOD , .... , , .. , 

Doy. 

Offense: 

17'1 119, I"' 

DOD 
14'1 ISO) 

TO 
Agenl: 

TO 
Office: 

TO 
ReSIdence County: 

Termlnor,on Dote; DD-DD-DO 
Mon.h Day 'Yeor 

1701 ,rsl 

iype: • • [II 0 
Ort(hor91! OllChaf9e-· 
hpllollon Recommend 

Doy Yeor 
161, 

Committing 
County: DOD 

ODD 
1S71 I'" 

DO 
,6" 161, 

ODD 
1671 I'" 

[!] m 
Trans'., Other 

Out PC»lh ... 

Te,mlnohO" 
of 

State 

(76 ) 

. -- '\ 

~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIII" I 
~ Cas e- A c·t Ion - 1 .. 

DD-DD-DO ,., ,a, ---- Day 
1001. form COmpl(l.d, (Revised Month 

03/82) 

.\0 
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